bible resources
Barclay’s Commentary Series
Born in 1907 and died in 1978, William Barclay wrote a series of commentaries on the
scriptures and theological doctrines which were not only were the gold-standard for
lay study of the Bible in their day, but have stood the test of time. Very readable and
approachable.

Tom Wright’s Bible for Everyone Series
Tom Wright is a Bishop in the Church of England, and is considered Anglicanism’s
foremost expert on the Bible. When he writes for a scholarly audience, he writes under
the name “N. T. Wright.” When he writes for a general audience, he simply goes by
“Tom.” His Bible for Everyone series is designed to do exactly what it sounds like:
interprets the Bible in a manner that is accessible to anyone, regardless of their prior
knowledge.

The New Interpreters Bible Series
A massive commentary series written in the last twenty years by scholars and
academics who are at the top of their field. Each volume is large, and has all the detail
you could ever want about textual issues, theological questions, and other scholarly
matters. But, it also has sections which are geared for a more generalized audience.
This is a good “in the middle” commentary, for someone who’s willing to wade a little
further into the deep end. St. Mark’s has a copy of this series in the library.
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The Anchor Bible Commentary Series
One of the great achievements of the last generation of Biblical Scholars, this is the
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go-to commentary for seminarians and academics. Written by luminaries of Biblical
Scholarship, this commentary series is less approachable for the general audience. Fr.
Rick has a sizable collection of this series.

Bible Gateway
This online resource has become the favorite of millions of Christians. It brings
together some of the great resources, and all of the major translations in one place.
You can go verse by verse, look up the meaning of the Greek or Hebrew words behind
your translation, read an article on a particular text or subject, or put various versions
side by side. The online portal is almost completely free, but there is also a desktop
version that has quite a bit more, but for a price.
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